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Electrochemical-mechanical effects in lithium-ion batteries refer to the phenomena
that give way to the piezo-electrochemical properties observed during intercalation of
lithium into lithium-ion battery electrodes. By applying perturbations to the external
pressure of a lithium-ion battery, the dynamics of lithium intercalation, in particular
the diffusion rate of lithium-ions onto and out of battery electrodes, can be studied
with respect to the open-circuit potential and the applied hydrostatic pressure. In this
study, commercial thin film batteries were subjected to tests in a low-pressure
chamber and in a dynamic materials analyzer simulating hydrostatic pressures
between 0 and 115 KPa. Under each hydrostatic pressure condition, galvanostatic
intermittent titration technique (GITT) was performed to measure and correlate
lithium diffusivity to battery strain, open-circuit potential, and applied hydrostatic
force. From the data a model was developed for lithium diffusivity as a function of
open circuit potential and hydrostatic pressure. The implications of this work extend

from the use of lithiated graphite for energy harvesting and actuation to policy and
regulations for how batteries should be safely transported. To provide some insight
into how this work can be applied to policy actions, current international regulations
regarding the air transport of lithium-ion batteries are critically reviewed. The preshipping tests are outlined and evaluated to assess their ability to fully mitigate risks
during battery transport. In particular, the guidelines for shipping second-use batteries
are considered. Because the electrochemical state of previously used batteries is
inherently different from that of new batteries, additional considerations must be
made to evaluate these types of cells. Additional tests are suggested that evaluate the
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this work is extended to supercapacitors through the development of a model to
predict the oxidation of functional groups on the surface of graphite electrodes with
respect to operational temperature and voltage. This model is used to predict the
operational life of supercapacitors and validates the model on accelerated testing data.
The final results are compared to previous models proposed in literature.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Electrochemical-Mechanical Coupling
Lithium-ion batteries use lithium-intercalation compounds as electrode materials.
These electrodes store lithium within interstitial sites of their lattice structure during
charging and discharging as part of the charge transfer process. As a result of the
additional mass of lithium stored inside the electrodes, volumetric expansion occurs,
notably in the case of graphite, which is used as an anode in most commercial
lithium-ion batteries. [1,2] These volumetric changes insinuate a coupling between
the electrochemical and mechanical properties of lithium-intercalation compounds.
Efforts to model electrochemical-mechanical (EM) effects such as lithium diffusion
induced electrode stress have been proposed.[3-13] However, these studies treated
lithium intercalation as the preceding cause of electrode dimension change rather than
as a mutually coupled EM phenomena. The reverse effect of EM coupling considers
how an applied external mechanical force can drive changes in the electrochemical
state of the battery that are observable in the measured potential. The implications of
such coupling extend the practical applications of a lithium-ion battery system
beyond charge storage to actuation, sensing, and energy harvesting.[14]

Studies have been performed to demonstrate that external mechanical force can
produce reversible changes in open-circuit potential.[14-17] Hirai et al. [15] showed
that elastic-strain energy could influence a Li-Sn electrode potential due to its
contribution to Gibbs free energy formation. Ichitsubo et al.[16] investigated straininduced potential changes during different lithiation phases of a Li-Sn system.
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Jacques et al.[14] measured the direct response between open-circuit potential and
applied tensile force on lithium-intercalated carbon fibers. They also measured a
current response to an applied tensile force while keeping the cell under potentiostatic
conditions, thereby proving that external mechanical force can be a driver of lithium
intercalation. Jacques et al. [17] later used the EM coupling to construct a working
energy-harvesting device out of lithium-intercalated carbon fibers to convert
mechanical energy to stored electrochemical energy.

The effect of external pressure on lithium dynamics is driven by the structural
reordering of the electrode lattice during phase change. Lithium intercalation
electrodes exhibit phase transitions as lithium is inserted into the material at different
stages of charge. The application of external pressures changes the phase stability of
the electrode materials as demonstrated by Clark et al. [18] and Miyazaki et al. [19],
who showed that stage transitions in graphite can be induced isothermally by pressure
alone. When an electrode undergoes a phase change, defect concentrations and
mobilies are altered [20], resulting in different diffusivity properties of the electrodes
[21]. Therefore, ionic diffusion is indirectly affected by external pressure as a result
of the phase stability of the electrodes.

Most experimental studies demonstrating the mechanical influences on the
electrochemical state of lithium-ion batteries have been empirically based by
monitoring the voltage response to applied strain, but give few insights into the
internal dynamics of battery operation. [14-17] Theoretical studies attempting to
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model full cell EM interactions have assumed a constant diffusion rate rather than
accounting for changes in lithium-ion diffusivity as a function of open-circuit
potential or applied external force. [10,12,22] While the EM phenomena have been
experimentally demonstrated, the underlying physical effects of external mechanical
force on lithium-ion dynamics are largely unknown.

This study experimentally demonstrates EM effects on lithium diffusion by
measuring the interactions between open-circuit potential, strain, diffusivity, and
applied hydrostatic pressure. The results provide the first measurements linking
lithium-ion dynamics to applied external pressure, providing insight into the physical
mechanism responsible for EM coupling effects. The contributions of external
pressure on lithium diffusion rate are statistically validated and modeled and the
results are analyzed in order to gain insights into the phenomenon governing the
experimental results.

Chapter 2: Material and Methods
Commercial lithium-ion cells were used in this study. The cells were designed in a
thin pouched format with dimensions 1 × 46 × 50 mm and rated at 180 mAh.
Deconstruction analysis revealed that the electrodes were wound in a spiral roll one
time in order to achieve a thin dimension, as shown in Figure 1. Energy dispersive
spectroscopy confirmed the cell was composed of a graphite anode and LiCoO2
cathode with copper and aluminum current collectors. Scanning electron microscopy
performed on the surface of the electrodes showed that larger particle sizes were
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upwards of 10 μm. The soft pouched form factor was selected to expose the
electrodes to as much external pressure influences as possible.

Figure 1 Cross-section of sample used in testing, and ESEM images of electrode
surfaces.

Testing was conducted in two phases. For external pressures below standard
atmospheric pressure, cells were loaded into a vacuum chamber specified to 0.001
Torr. The chamber was custom ordered (CANATECH Co. Ltd., South Korea) and
built to support airtight electrical connections between cells stored in the chamber and
an outside battery tester. For external pressures above atmospheric pressure, a
hydrostatic condition was simulated in a dynamic materials analyzer (DMA) by
placing the cell between two load-distributing surfaces and applying a constant
controlled compressive load while measuring the battery’s strain response. The thin
form factor of the cell allowed the compressive load to be uniformly distributed to
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96% of the cell’s surface area, only slightly concentrating the load compared to true
hydrostatic conditions.

To measure the diffusivity of lithium ions exchanged between electrodes, cells were
cycled according to the galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT).[23,24]
Figure 2 shows the discharge voltage profile under GITT. In this experiment, the
battery was charged/discharged by alternating current pulses (0.18 A and 0.09 A)
each held for 60 s in length and separated by 5 min of rest to allow for the cell to
return to steady state after each pulse. The equation shown in Figure 2 was derived
from Fick’s second law of diffusion and simplified for short current pulses where
lithium does not have a chance to diffuse along the total radial length of an electrode
particle. Using this assumption, diffusivity can be measured independent of the length
at which lithium has diffused into the bulk electrode, allowing all parameters to be
practically measured during testing. This equation assumes a constant electrolyte
concentration, which is reasonable for low current pulsing.
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Figure 2 GITT discharge voltage profile, diffusivity model, and parameter names.
GITT was applied to the charging profile as well.

Cells were subjected to a range of external pressure conditions and for each condition,
two full charge/discharge cycles were performed according to the GITT profile
described above. The pressure conditions are summarized in Table 1. Between each
pressure test in the vacuum chamber, the GITT was repeated at 100.3 kPa in order to
account for any degradation effects that might have occurred due to cycling rather
than external pressure influences. Five samples were used in the vacuum chamber and
3 samples underwent testing in the DMA, which provided a total of 2,869 diffusion
measurements including both charge and discharge profiles. The maximum pressure
achieved during testing was 115.3 kPa. The test was designed to keep external
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pressures relatively low so that effects could be observed without damaging the
electrodes or applying excessive compression to the separator. The strain response of
the cells tested in the DMA was measured and analyzed, however, electrode strain
was not measured during low-pressure testing in the vacuum chamber.
Table 1 Experimental test matrix
Ambient

Test

Measurements

100.3a

Low-

Voltage,

11.6

pressure

diffusion,

6.3

chamber (5

ambient

0.6

samples)

pressure

102.8

Dynamic

Voltage,

105.3

materials

diffusion,

110.3

analyzer (3

ambient

115.3

samples)

pressure, strain

Pressure
[kPa]

0.01

a

Cells were tested at 100.3 kPa after every pressure test to allow for comparison with

a reference condition.

Chapter 3: Analysis of Pressure Testing on Lithium-Ion Cells
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To ensure that the compressive force used in DMA testing closely represented the
hydrostatic conditions used in the low-pressure chamber, Mohr’s circle analysis was
used to evaluate the shear stress placed on the cells during testing. In the lowpressure chamber, the hydrostatic condition imparts equal normal stress on all sides
of the cell, however, in DMA testing a normal force is only applied to the surfaces
perpendicular to the load, and, therefore, there is a shear component of stress τ. The
stress tensors and Mohr’s circle representations are shown in Figure 3. In the DMA
testing, Pload is the compressive load placed on the cells by the tester and Po is the
atmospheric pressure 101,325 Pa. From the non-parametric equation for Mohr’s
circle, the average normal stress σavg, the max shear stress τmax, and the percent
contribution of shear to total stress σ% can be calculated by:

(1)

(2)

(3)
Considering the pressures tested in the DMA, as shown in Table 1, the percent
contribution of shear stress σ% on the electrode made up 0.71%, 1.88%, 4.06%, and
6.06% for 102.8 kPa, 105.3 kPa, 110.3 kPa, and 115.3 kPa, respectively. While shear
and normal stresses could potentially have a different impact on diffusivity, the
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effects of shear stresses used in this testing were considered negligible as they were
only a small percentage of the total stress acting on the cells.

Figure 3 Stress tensors and Mohr’s circle representation for the two loading
conditions used during testing.

A python script was written to parse the current and voltage data so that individual
charge/discharge cycles and current pulses could be indexed and referenced. Indexing
enabled the automated extraction of all the features required to calculate diffusion for
each current pulse. The resulting diffusivity value produced by GITT is considered an
apparent diffusivity and is dominated by the electrode region where diffusivity is
limited. In reality, the anode and cathode each have separate diffusivity properties,
and within each electrode, the existence of two phase regions can result in different
diffusivity properties between localized areas of the bulk electrode. During charging,
lithium ions migrate to the anode, and GITT measurements primarily represent the
diffusivity of graphite, thus, this is considered the anodic diffusivity profile. During
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discharge, lithium ions migrate to the cathode and GITT measurements represent
diffusivity in LiCoO2, therefore, this is considered the cathodic diffusivity profile.
Figure 3 shows the resulting diffusivity measurements made during all pressure
conditions for both charging and discharging. There was no overlap in the diffusivity
measurements between charging and discharge, therefore, the apparent diffusivity
value given by GITT can confidently be attributed to each respective electrode.

Figure 3 Diffusivity measured during charging and discharging.

The peaks and valleys observed in the diffusivity profile are a result of phase changes
in the electrode materials. Phase transitions propagate though the electrode structure
in a wave-like front resulting in sweeping transformations across the bulk electrode.
[25] During a phase transition, two phase regions exist in the bulk electrode and the
diffusivity value produced by GITT represents the combined effect of diffusion in
both regions. As the new phase becomes more prominent in the bulk electrode, the
diffusivity profile will produce a peak indicating the electrode is in a pure single
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stage. In LixCoO2, an order/disorder phase transition from hexagonal to monoclinic
occurs around x = 0.5 [26], which corresponds to the peak in the discharge diffusivity
profile at 3.87 V. During lithium intercalation into graphite, lithium ions must
overcome attractive van der Waals bonds between interlayers of carbon. Stage
transitions in graphite intercalation compounds refer to the number of graphene sheets
between layers of intercalant. During lithium intercalation, graphite stage
transformations progress from stage-4 (three non-occupied graphene sheets between
lithium intercalation layers) through stage-3, to stage-2 liquid phase where ions
assume no in-plane ordering, and finally to stage-1 where every layer is occupied and
the battery is in its highest charge state. [27,28] These transitions can be seen in the
peaks of the charging diffusivity profile at 3.78 V, 3.88 V, 3.95 V, and 4.1 V,
respectively.

The diffusion coefficients calculated for all cells during charging and discharging,
and the strain profile measured in the DMA are plotted with respect to open-circuit
potential in Figure 4. The strain profile shown in Figure 4 is similar to the strain
response of all the cells measured. The strain rate with respect to open-circuit
potential is non-constant and correlates to changes in the diffusivity rate. This
behavior is expected because a changing flux of lithium ions between electrodes
causes the electrode volume to contract at different rates.
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Figure 4 Anodic diffusivity, cathodic diffusivity, and strain profiles plotted with
respect to open-circuit potential.

Figure 5 shows the anodic and cathodic diffusivity profiles against open-circuit
potential for three of the pressure conditions applied inside of the vacuum chamber,
and Figure 6 shows the diffusivity profiles zoomed in closer to the lower states of
charge for four different pressure conditions. An exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) was applied to each of the individual conditions so that the trend in
diffusivity could be easily observed. It was found that the measured diffusivity is the
largest at higher states of charge and decreases as the battery is discharged.

The increase of external pressure during charge was shown to facilitate faster ion
diffusion at higher states of charge, but at around 3.87 V and below, increased
pressure was shown to inhibit ion diffusion. During discharge, the effects were
reversed as increased pressure resulted in decreased diffusivity at higher states of
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charge and increased diffusivity at lower states of charge. These results were
consistent across all external pressures tested, however, only three pressures were
shown in Figure 5 and four pressures in Figure 6 in order to prevent clutter. All of
the pressure data is shown in Figure 8 after the data was transformed into an ion
mobility value.

Figure 5 Anodic and cathodic lithium diffusion shown at 3 different external pressure
conditions fitted with a EWMA.
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Figure 6 Anodic and cathodic lithium diffusion shown at 4 different external pressure
conditions fitted with a EWMA.

The diffusivity data was repeatable but noisy and the EWMA was used to examine
the trends in diffusivity with respect to open-circuit potential and applied external
pressure. This statistical approach assumes that for each of the individual pressure
conditions, the measurement of diffusivity will be drawn from an associated
distribution, thereby allowing statistically valid observations based on how the
EWMA changes with open-circuit potential and external pressure. In order to validate
that the data points sampled from each pressure condition were indeed sampled from
separate distributions, a Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance test was
performed. [29]
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For this test, the data points were limited to those above 3.92 V to prevent stage
transitions from influencing diffusivity measurements. To correct for voltage biases, a
smoothed 4th-order polynomial was fit to the data, and the distance of each data point
to the smoothed mean was calculated as shown in Figure 7. The approximate
diffusivity distributions for each pressure can be shown by plotting the histogram of
distance measurements for each pressure condition. In Figure 7, diffusivity
distributions are shown for 100.3 kPa and 0.01 kPa. While there is significant overlap
in the two distributions, there is an obvious shift in mean, which can be associated
with pressure influences. A Kruskal–Wallis test between the 100.3 kPa and 0.01 kPa
data gave a P-value of 1.137E-6, suggesting that the null hypothesis, that the 2 sets of
data are drawn from the same distribution, should be rejected (this is based on the
historical perspective that a P-value < 0.05 should result in the rejection of the null
hypothesis). Furthermore, performing the Kruskal–Wallis test using all of the
pressure conditions between 0–115.3 kPa resulted in a P-value of 6.96E-13. This
result highly suggests that multiple distributions, each associated with a different
pressure, exist in the data.

Figure 7 Polynomial fit to diffusivity data above 3.92 V, histograms of diffusivity
points at different pressures.
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The behavior of external pressure on lithium diffusivity in a battery can be attributed
to how external pressure is influencing both the anode and the cathode materials.
When the external pressure on a battery is increased, the diffusion in each electrode
will be affected differently. In the electrode that is donating lithium ions (during
discharge, this is the anode) an increased pressure facilitates diffusion out of the
anode by accelerating the movement of the phase boundary. However, the electrode
that is accepting lithium ions is inversely affected by the applied pressure, making it
harder for lithium ions to diffuse into the bulk electrode. Considering this, it is
interesting how the increase in external pressure affects the diffusivity differently
depending on the state of charge. This would suggest that the net effect of pressure
on both electrode diffusivities shifts to be dominated by each electrode over the
course of a charge or discharge.

3.1 Pressure-Diffusivity-Open Circuit Potential Model
In order to model the behavior of diffusivity under different pressure conditions, the
ion mobility was considered. Ion mobility has been proven to be directly related to
ion diffusion by the Einstein relation. [30]

(4)

where μ is ion mobility, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature in Kelvin.
The influence of pressure on ion mobility is a topic of considerable research in ion
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mobility spectrometry, where calibrations based on external temperature and pressure
conditions are required. [31] Generally, ion mobility is expressed in terms of a
reduced ion mobility value, which gives the adjusted value of ion mobility based on
the pressure and temperature. By extending this idea to electrochemical systems, the
change in lithium-ion mobility can be modeled with respect to a reference ion
mobility measurement at a single pressure condition.

The model is derived from the cathodic diffusivity data and can be applied to the
charging data by inverting diffusivity with respect to the open-circuit potential. All of
the diffusivity measurements were transformed to ion mobility (m2V-1s-1) as shown in
Figure 8. Values between 3.75 V and 3.92 V were removed to minimize the
influence of phase transitions on the ion mobility measurements. The diffusivity
measurements taken at 100.3 kPa were selected as the reference ion-mobility values,
and they are displayed as blue triangles. A 6-ordered polynomial was fit to the
reference data (shown as the blue line in Figure 8) so that the distance between the
reference values and the data points measured at other pressure values could be
calculated. This distance measurement μo – μ100.3 is equivalent to the reduced ion
mobility value.

The delta values (Δμ) between reduced ion-mobility and μ100.3 are plotted in Figure 9
and colored according to their respective external pressure conditions. For each
pressure condition, a linear fit was applied to the data. The data show that the rate of
change in Δμ with respect to open-circuit potential (E) changes with pressure. At
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pressures greater than 101.3 kPa, Δμ decreases as state of charge increases and at
pressures lower than 101.3 kPa Δμ increases with a higher state of charge. To
investigate this behavior, the slope of the fitted reduced ion-mobility curves was
plotted with respect to the applied hydrostatic pressure as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 8 Values of ion mobility plotted vs open-circuit potential. The reduced ionmobility measurement was observed by subtracting from the average value of ion
mobility at 100.3 kPa.
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Figure 9 Reduced ion-mobility values shown for each pressure condition.

Figure 10 Rate change in Δμwith respect to open-circuit potential plotted vs
hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 10 shows that the rate change of reduced ion mobility with respect to opencircuit potential decreases exponentially with increased hydrostatic pressure. A
decreasing exponential curve was used to fit the data as shown in red. The fit was of
the form:

(5)
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where

is the rate that the reduced ion-mobility value changes with open-circuit

potential, P is hydrostatic pressure, and a, b, and c are fitting parameters. The
parameter c is equal to
considered a lower limit to

in the case where
while the upper limit of

. This means that c can be
is equal to a + c and

occurs at a hydrostatic pressure of zero. The parameter b determines the shape of
decay of

with increasing pressure. This parameter governs the sensitivity of ion

mobility with respect to open-circuit voltage for different pressures. Therefore, the
parameter b has some physical significance in relating the way external pressure
influence phase stability at different voltage levels.

By knowing how

changes with respect to pressure, a model can be constructed to

estimate the reduced ion mobility as a function of voltage and pressure. Figure 9
shows that the fitted trends of Δμ intersect at approximately 3.87 V. This intersection
point will be considered the nominal voltage Eo, and it roughly indicates the opencircuit potential at which external pressure effects on diffusion become inverted. By
simply using the point slope form with the fixed point (Eo, 0) and substituting
equation 2 for the slope, Δμ can be described as:

(6)
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Zero is used as the Δμ axis fixed point because it is considered the reference point
where

. Using least-squares to fit eq. 6 to the diffusivity data collected

during this study resulted in 0.00049, 0.06691, and –0.00010 for parameters a, b,
and c, respectively. The model output is shown as a surface in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Results of the reduced ion-mobility model fitted to the diffusivity data.

In order to obtain the diffusivity as a function of voltage and pressure, Δμ + μ100.3 can
be substituted for μ in equation 3, and the relationship for Δμ in eq. 6 can be inserted
to result in:

(7)

where μ100.3 is a function of E.
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The results provide insight into solid-state lithium diffusion and offer a means to
evaluate how pressure contributes to the phase stability and resulting diffusivity of
each electrode.
When external hydrostatic pressure is added to a battery system, it applies a
compressive force on the electrodes. During charging/discharging, an increase in
external compressive force increases diffusion in the electrode that is donating ions
by accelerating the movement of the phase boundary in the respective electrode. For
the electrode that is accepting ions, an external compressive force increases the total
interlayer binding energy that must be overcome by a lithium ion in order for charge
transfer to occur which hinders diffusion. Throughout discharge, the compressive
force is being applied to both electrodes, however, changes in lithium concentration
and structural changes induced by staging phenomenon in individual electrodes,
change the net effect that external stress has on the perceived lithium diffusion rate.

The diffusivity measurements shown in Figure 5 allow us to specifically evaluate the
effect of pressure on each of the electrodes. For the anodic curve, diffusivity was
calculated during charging so the LiCoO2 electrode was donating lithium ions and the
graphite electrode was receiving ions. For charging, the diffusivity profile proceeds
in time from left to right, so towards the beginning of charging at open-circuit
potentials below 3.87 V, it can be seen that an increase in pressure reduces ion
diffusivity. In this region, diffusivity is influenced more heavily by the net effect of
pressure on the anode (graphite) as this is the receiving electrode and the electrode in
which a compressive force would result in an inhibiting effect on diffusivity. At
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voltages above 3.87 V, an increase in diffusivity is observed with increasing pressure,
suggesting that diffusivity is more heavily influenced by the effects of pressure on the
LiCoO2 cathode, which would result in an overall facilitation of diffusion within the
cell.

The data in the cathodic diffusivity profile suggests that the pressure-diffusivity
behavior is reversed during discharge. This is intuitive as the lithium ions are
migrating toward the opposite direction and the diffusivity profile proceeds in time
from right to left. At voltages above 3.87 V, an increase in pressure results in a
decrease in diffusivity, which implies that the pressure effects on the cathode
contribute the most towards the diffusivity measurement because in this case, the
cathode is the receiving electrode. Similarly, as discharge continues to voltages
below 3.87 V, the main contributing electrode towards the influence of pressure on
diffusivity switches to the anode and an increase in diffusivity is observed at
increasing pressure.

Chapter 4: Summary of External Pressure on Lithium-ion Cells
In this study, lithium diffusivity was measured in cells at different pressure
conditions. The influence of pressure and voltage on diffusivity was modeled and
fitted to the experimental data. It was found that pressure affects diffusivity
differently depending on the state of charge of the cell. Particularly, an increase in
pressure inhibits diffusion at the beginning of a charge or discharge profile, but
facilitates diffusion toward the end of the profile. This is due to the opposing effects
that external pressure has on each of the individual electrodes inside a cell. Diffusion
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in the electrode-donating ions is accelerated by external pressure whereas diffusion in
the electrode-receiving ions is inhibited. The evolving concentration of lithium within
each electrode during a charge or discharge process changes the electrode that
dominates the net pressure effect on diffusivity.

This is the first paper to provide a pressure- and voltage-dependent model for
diffusivity. The model is semi-empirical, but physical significance is attached to each
of the model-fitting parameters. The model predicts the observed behavior of the
diffusivity/pressure relationship inverting itself over the course of a discharge.

Chapter 5: Overview of Battery Air Transportation Standards
The shipment of lithium-ion batteries poses serious safety concerns especially during
air travel. A short circuit in a single cell is capable of creating enough heat to result in
cascading failures of adjacent batteries, leading to a catastrophic incident. While
lithium-ion batteries are generally protected by redundant safety features and
controlled by a battery management system (BMS) that prevents operation at
excessive voltages and temperatures during use, the same protection is not practically
implemented during transportation of large quantities of lithium-ion cells. Constant
monitoring during use ensures that batteries remain within safe operating limits and
warns the user if anomalous behavior occurs. However, batteries shipped as cargo
outside of a host device have no active monitoring or control of voltage or
temperature. This is problematic when large quantities of cells are shipped.
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Safety concerns over the shipment of lithium-ion batteries were highlighted after a
United Parcel Service cargo plane carrying a significant number of lithium-metal and
lithium-ion batteries crashed in Dubai in September 2010. In July 2013, the United
Arab Emirates General Civil Aviation Authority published its final report on the
incident and concluded that flaming electrolyte from ruptured lithium cells resulted in
the spread and sustainment of the fire [32]. In response to the questionable safety of
lithium-ion batteries as cargo, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
a United Nations special agency, made several updates to their 2013–2014 Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air (Doc 9284) regarding
the transport of batteries [33]. As large-format lithium-ion batteries were already
under strict regulation, the changes in the document mainly addressed smaller battery
types of less than 20 Watt-hours (Wh) per cell.

This paper provides a critical review of the current international regulations
governing the shipment of lithium-ion batteries by air. The shipment of both new and
degraded batteries is considered. With the increased use of lithium-ion batteries
across many industries, there is a significant need for transporting degraded batteries
for recycling or second-use applications. However, the risks associated with batteries
that have prior usage histories have not been thoroughly evaluated and addressed.

Chapter 6: Current Regulations
The regulatory agency responsible for setting guidelines for the transport of lithium
and lithium-ion batteries is the International Air Transportation Association (IATA),
a trade association comprised of 240 airlines. The IATA’s practices regarding
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lithium-ion battery transportation have been adopted by many government aviation
authorities including the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The
documents outlining the provisions for lithium and lithium-ion battery transport are
the ICAO’s Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air
[33] and the IATA’s Dangerous Goods Regulations [34].

Different classifications have been designated for lithium-ion cells and batteries
transported individually (listed under UN 3480 in the United Nations regulations for
Transportation of Dangerous Goods [33]) as opposed to cells and batteries
transported inside a piece of equipment (UN 3481). A lithium-ion cell is defined as a
single electrochemical unit consisting of one anode and one cathode inside a single
encasing. Lithium-ion batteries consist of multiple cells wired in series or parallel. In
some cases, transport regulations for cells and batteries are slightly different. For
lithium-ion batteries or cells transported individually, short-circuit protection is
required. This means that an electrically isolating material must be placed on the cell
terminals to prevent a short circuit. Additionally, when shipping multiple batteries or
cells in bulk, each unit must be completely separated by a barrier and then placed in a
“strong rigid outer packaging,” however, further specifications on the type of
packaging that should be used are not provided. The total package must be subjected
to and pass a 1.2-m drop test and cannot weigh more than 10 kg. The package must
contain documentation, including a shipper’s declaration that states “Dangerous
Goods as per Attached DGD” or “Dangerous Goods as per Attached Shipper’s
Declaration.” An additional document must be included that states:
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“Package contains lithium-ion cells or batteries. Handle with care. When package is
damaged can cause fire. Special procedures should be followed: inspect the package
and arrange repack by qualified persons when required. Contact Nr: 00XX XXXX
XXX XXX.”

The final package must include the label shown in Figure 1 with minimum
dimensions of 120 mm wide and 110 mm high.

For cells or batteries shipped inside a device, external short-circuit protection is also
required. The short-circuit protection of batteries in a device is described in special
provision A164 [33] as “disconnection of the battery and protection of exposed
terminals.” Any additional cells that may be included as spares should be individually
wrapped. The device must then be placed in an outer packaging, however, the UN
provides no specifications for this packaging. The maximum number of cells or
batteries per package is the number of cells required to power the device as well as
two spare cells or batteries. The maximum weight of lithium-ion cells or batteries per
package must not exceed 5 kg for passenger aircraft but may be up to 35 kg for cargo
aircraft for cells greater than 20 Wh and batteries greater than 100 Wh. For
documentation, the following statement must be placed on the waybill:

“Lithium Ion Batteries in compliance with Section II of PI966.”
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An additional document must be included that says:

“Package contains lithium ion cells or batteries. Handle with care. When package is
damaged can cause fire. Special procedures should be followed: inspect the package
and arrange repack by qualified persons when required. Contact Nr: 00XX XXXX
XXX XXX.”

Figure 1 Labeling required for packages containing lithium-ion batteries or products
with installed lithium-ion batteries to be shipped by air [33]. Reproduced with
permission of the United Nations.
Manufacturers must certify that all cells or batteries that are shipped have been
manufactured under a quality management program as specified in the Dangerous
Goods Regulations (DGR) 3.9.2.6. Additionally, all cells and batteries must be tested
in accordance with the UN’s Manual of Tests and Criteria, Part III, Subsection 38.3
[33] (DGR 3.9.2.6).
Compliance Tests
The UN’s Manual of Tests and Criteria lays out 8 tests that a rechargeable lithiumion cell or battery must pass to satisfy regulatory guidelines and be cleared for air
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shipment. The first 5 tests must be sequentially performed on a single cell or battery
without failure at any point during the tests. If the tests only involve cells, then each
test must be repeated for 10 samples in a fully charged state and 10 samples in a fully
discharged state. If the tests include batteries, then the tests must be performed on 4
fully charged batteries and 4 fully discharged batteries. Failure is defined as: mass
loss (0.5% for cells under 1 g, 0.2% for cells greater than 1 g and less than 75 g, and
0.1% for cells greater than 75 g), electrolyte leakage, venting, rupture, or fire. The 5
tests are described below.

Altitude simulation: The altitude simulation test qualifies a cell or battery under lowpressure conditions such as those that may be experienced on board an aircraft. This
test requires the cell or battery to be stored at a pressure of 11.6 kPa or less for at least
6 h without failure. The open-circuit voltage must not decline by more than 10%
during the test.

Thermal: A temperature cycling test is implemented to assess the quality of the casing
seal and the internal electrical connections. This test is conducted by storing the cell
or battery at 75 °C for a minimum of 6 h followed by an additional 6 h of storage at –
40 °C with no more than 30 min between the temperature extremes of both tests. This
cycle is repeated 10 times.

Vibration: A cell or battery could be subjected to vibration loads during transport,
leading to potential safety issues. This test is performed by vibrating the cell using a
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sinusoidal waveform with a logarithmic sweep from 7 Hz to 200 Hz and back in a 15min time period. This is repeated 12 times for three different perpendicular mounting
positions with one of the vibration directions perpendicular to the terminal face.

Shock: The shock test assesses the ability of the cell or battery to withstand large
mechanical impacts during transport. This test is performed in a drop testing fixture,
and the cell or battery should be subjected to a half-sine shock with maximum
acceleration of 150 gn and a pulse duration of 6 ms. The test is repeated 6 times for 3
different mounting conditions for a total of 18 shocks. Each of the 3 mounting
conditions should be mutually perpendicular axes.

External short circuit: The external short-circuit test simulates the cell or battery’s
behavior under exposure of an external short circuit. This test should be performed at
a temperature of 55 °C, and the external shorting resistance should be less than 0.1 Ω.
This test is sustained for a 1-h period or until the battery casing temperature has
returned to a temperature of 55 °C. A battery failure must not occur during the 6-h
period following the test.

The remaining 3 tests per the UN’s Manual of Tests and Criteria can be performed on
a new cell or battery as follows:

Impact: The impact test is performed by placing the cell or battery on a flat surface
and then placing a 15.8-mm-diameter bar across the center of the cell or battery. A
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9.1-kg mass is dropped from a height of 61 cm onto the cell or battery resulting in a
kinetic energy of 54.4 J. Each cell or battery must meet the above-mentioned failure
criteria, in addition to the requirement that the external temperature does not exceed
170 °C and there is no fire within 6 h after the test is performed. This test must be
repeated 5 times with each of the cells or batteries at 50% of its rated state of charge
(SOC).

One criticism of the impact test is that it fails to capture the average impact force
imparted onto the battery. In order to measure this force, the work–energy principle
must be applied by also measuring the kinetic energy of the mass after impact. To do
this, the distance traveled by the mass after impact should be measured. The standard
should be modified such that the test achieves a constant impact force for all batteries
to account for different geometries and materials. Additionally, the test should be
performed on batteries at 100% SOC to evaluate the worst-case scenario.

Overcharge: The overcharge test evaluates battery safety when its voltage is taken
above its maximum voltage limit. Cells that do not have explicit overcharge
protection circuitry designed into them and that are to be used as part of a larger
battery pack that affords such protection are exempt from this test. This test is
performed by using a charging current that is 2 times the manufacturer’s
recommended charging current. The overcharge voltage level is dependent on the
maximum voltage limit of the cell or battery. If the test is for a single cell or a battery
with a voltage less than 18 V, the overcharge voltage level is either 2 times the
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maximum voltage or 22 V, whichever is less. If the battery’s maximum voltage is
greater than 22 V, the overcharge voltage level is 1.2 times the maximum voltage.
The overcharge condition is held for 24 h, and should not result in fire during or
within 24 h of the test. For batteries that weigh less than 12 kg, the test must be
repeated for 4 samples after their first cycle and 4 samples after 50 charge/discharge
cycles. Specifications for the charge/discharge cycling procedure are not given in the
manual. For batteries that weigh more than 12 kg, 2 samples must be tested after the
first cycle and 2 samples must be tested after 25 charge/discharge cycles.

Forced discharge: The forced discharge test evaluates the ability of a cell or battery
to withstand a forced discharge condition. This test is performed by connecting the
cell or battery in series with a 12 V DC power supply with an internal current that
matches the maximum discharge current recommended by the manufacturer. The test
is defined by dividing the rated capacity by the test current applied. A fire should not
occur during or within 7 days of the test. This test must be repeated for 10 fully
charged samples and 10 fully discharged samples after their first cycle, and then each
of the 10 samples should be tested again at a fully charged state and a fully
discharged state after 50 charge/discharge cycles.

A summary of the tests and samples used is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Summary of UN regulatory tests and required sample sizes
Test

Cells

Batteries

Altitude Simulation
Thermal

10 fully charged cells
10 fully discharged cells

4 fully charged batteries
4 fully discharged batteries
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Vibration
Shock
External Short Circuit
Impact

Overcharge

Forced Discharge

(Tests are performed
(Tests are performed
sequentially on the same
sequentially on the 8
20 samples)
samples)
5 cells
5 batteries
Cells that do not have overcharge protection circuitry are
exempt from testing.
Cells or batteries less than 12 kg: 4 samples after 1
charge/discharge cycle and 4 sample after 50
charge/discharge cycles
Cells or batteries greater than 12 kg: 2 samples after 1
charge/discharge cycle and 2 samples after 25
charge/discharge cycles.
10 fully charged batteries
10 fully charged cells after
after 1 charge/discharge
1 charge/discharge cycle
cycle
10 fully discharged cells 10 fully discharged batteries
after 1 charge/discharge
after 1 charge/discharge
cycle
cycle
10 fully charged cells after
10 fully charged batteries
50 charge/discharge
after 50 charge/discharge
cycles
cycles
10 fully discharged cells 10 fully discharged batteries
after 50 charge/discharge
after 50 charge/discharge
cycles
cycles

Chapter 7: Hazards Associated with Degraded Batteries
The increased use of lithium-ion batteries in products such as electric and hybrid
electric vehicles, E-bikes, and portable electronics results in vast quantities of used or
degraded batteries. Wang et al. [36] estimated that 46 million kg of LiCoO2 was used
for fabricating 18,650 cells in 2006, all of which will eventually require disposal or
recycling. Automotive manufacturers generally suggest battery replacement when the
battery’s capacity drops to 70%–80% of the original rated value. This leaves energy
storage capabilities in degraded batteries with the possibility for second-use
applications such as energy grid storage [37]. Other situations may arise where
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degraded cells or batteries must be tested to validate warranty claims or processed for
recycling. In all these cases, the shipment and transport of degraded cells or batteries
will be required.

Currently, there are two special provisions outlined by the UN for shipping degraded
batteries:

“Waste batteries and batteries being shipped for recycling or disposal are prohibited
from air transport unless approved by the appropriate national authority of the State
of Origin and the State of the Operator.”
UN Special Provision A183

“Lithium batteries identified by the manufacturer as being defective for safety
reasons, or that have been damaged, that have the potential of producing a dangerous
evolution of heat, fire or short circuit are forbidden for transport (e.g. those being
returned to the manufacturer for safety reasons).”
UN Special Provision A154

While a manufacturer may identify batteries as potentially defective, it is less clear
whether a non-defective, degraded battery poses a safety risk. Saito et al. [38] found
that degraded cells or batteries generate more self-heating at high rates of discharge
due to the increase in internal resistance. Therefore, if a degraded battery experienced
a short circuit, joule heating could pose a safety hazard. However, at the same time,
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degraded cells or batteries are able to store less energy, meaning that a potential
thermal event would release less energy and could be less catastrophic. Therefore,
methods should be developed that evaluate if a previously used cell or battery is at a
high risk of undergoing thermal runaway.

Certain use conditions predispose cells or batteries to undergo thermal runaway.
Thermal runaway is perpetuated by an internal short circuit, which generates selfheating and causes the volatile electrolyte solvents to undergo exothermic reactions.
If the temperature of the cell exceeds the melting point of the separator (e.g., 115 °C
for polyolefin materials), further exothermic reactions can increase the cell’s
temperature, generate gases, and cause the battery to vent flammable electrolyte and
gases [39]. Internal short circuits can be introduced into a cell in a number of ways,
and all possible causes must be considered when determining if a degraded battery
should also be considered a safety hazard.
Current Collector Corrosion and Dissolution
Shu et al. [40] observed corrosion of copper current collectors in electrolyte solvent
solutions after 30 days of storage. This was attributed to trace amounts of water,
which resulted in the formation of hydrofluoric acid within the cell. When a cell or
battery is left in storage for an extended period, the copper current collector is
susceptible to corrosion. Free copper particles within a cell or battery could
eventually result in short-circuiting between the electrodes, especially if the cell or
battery is put back into operation. Additionally, when the cell’s voltage falls below
1.5 V, the copper current collector becomes unstable in the organic carbonate solvent
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and can dissolve [41,42]. Any cell or battery that has been left in storage and has a
terminal voltage below the minimum voltage specified by the manufacturer needs to
be assessed for potential copper corrosion and dissolution prior to shipping.
Separator Shrinkage
The separator plays a key role in cell or battery safety as it prevents the anode and the
cathode from short-circuiting. It is typically composed of single or multilayer
polyolefin sheets, with the most common materials being polyethylene (PE) and
polypropylene (PP). For polyolefin materials, thermally induced separator shrinkage
occurs at approximately 110 °C, with the coverable area of the separator reducing by
as much as 14% [43,44]. If the separator shrinks and exposes the edges of the
electrodes, short-circuiting can occur and could result in a catastrophic failure.
Batteries designed for higher-temperature applications may use a solid electrolyte
such as Li2S-P2S5 [45], in which case separator shrinkage is not an issue. The type of
separator used in a degraded battery should be known before it is cleared for
shipping. If a battery is known to have been stored at temperatures exceeding 90 °C,
or if the storage/usage history of a battery is not known, then a representative sample
should be disassembled and the separator inspected. Separators showing signs of
shrinkage should be considered defective for safety reasons.
Contamination
Contamination due to poor quality control during the manufacturing process has been
linked to battery overheating. In 2006, Sony recalled 4.1 million Dell laptop batteries
due to contamination issues [46]. Metal particles found within the cells were causing
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a puncture in the separator, leading to short-circuiting between the anode and the
cathode. Metal contamination within a cell is often a result of spattering during
current collector tab welding, but it can also be introduced due to poor environmental
controls during assembly [47]. Moisture contamination is also a concern as it has
been shown to result in the formation of hydrofluoric acid in lithium-ion cells
containing LiPF6 electrolytes [48]. Hydrofluoric acid can then etch cell materials,
leading to rapid degradation or a short-circuit failure if stray metallic particles are
dispersed throughout the cell.

One of the biggest challenges in battery reliability is the detection of trace
contamination in assembled cells. Often, contamination issues are not highlighted
until after failures have been observed. Any cell or battery that has an open recall for
issues regarding contamination should be considered defective for safety reasons.
When contamination particles result in internal short circuits, rapid self-discharge of
the cell or battery is observed. Products that exhibit a self-discharge rate more than
1.5 times faster than what was described by the manufacturer should be considered
defective for safety reasons.
Dendrite Growth
Lithium plating can occur on the surface of battery electrodes and cause internal short
circuits [49]. The lithium plating side-reaction occurs when the potential difference
between the electrode and electrolyte (over-potential) drops below zero, preventing
the intended lithium intercalation reaction and resulting in a surface layer of metallic
lithium. The over-potential can fall below zero when a cell or battery has been
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charged at high current rates or at low temperatures [50]. When the surface of an
electrode has undergone lithium plating, there is a risk of lithium dendrite formation.
Lithium dendrites have the potential to puncture the separator and result in an internal
short circuit and catastrophic failure. The formation of lithium dendrites can be
partially reversed though a controlled discharge to facilitate re-intercalation [51].
However, detection of lithium plating is a challenge for BMSs, most of which use
phenomenological-based models or equivalent circuit models to estimate the internal
state of the cell or battery. Because most BMSs do not explicitly model the physical
phenomena that occur in a cell or battery, lithium plating is typically not detected
until there is a noticeable drop in performance or a thermal event. Any battery that
has operated under high charge/discharge rates or in subzero working environments
should be subjected to a 0.5C complete discharge to assure that no plated lithium
exists on the electrode surfaces.

Chapter 8: Suggested Pre-shipping Tests
The safety regulatory tests outlined in Section 2 do not provide a reliable claim to
safety if the cells have undergone some prior use in-between the time they were first
tested and when they were shipped. Degradation effects may dampen or exacerbate
safety risks depending on how the batteries were used. For example, batteries that
operated in small stationary electronics would likely be more benign than ones used
in unmanned aerial vehicles due to the nature of degradation associated with each
type of usage condition.
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To properly evaluate the air transport risks of second-use batteries, samples should
undergo a rigorous but timely set of tests. These tests are designed specifically to
identify and evaluate any safety risks in a population of cells.
Disassembly
In many cases, complete cell or battery usage histories are not available for
determining the transport risks. However, a cell disassembly can be performed on
selected samples known to have undergone the same field conditions as the remainder
of the lot. Disassembly can be performed according to the guidelines outlined by
Williard et al. [52]. The state of the disassembled cell can be assumed to represent the
rest of the batteries under consideration if chosen correctly. In order to maximize
safety, the cells exhibiting the greatest degradation (measured by capacity, internal
resistance, and impedance) should be tested. Bulging of the cell’s casing is often an
indication of gas generation associated with degradation or abuse, therefore, bulging
cells should also be selected. To obtain a conservative overview of a cell population,
the cell with the most degradation by capacity, internal resistance, or impedance, and
the cell displaying the most bulging (as indicated by the cell thickness) should be
selected for disassembly.

When a cell is disassembled, the current collector should be inspected for signs of
pitting corrosion and the separator should be inspected for shrinkage or puncture. The
dimensions of the separator should be larger than the contact area between the anode
and the cathode.
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Issues involving possible contamination can be investigated using microscopy. The
surface of the electrodes should be examined for evidence of foreign particles
dispersed throughout the cell. All current collector tab connections should be
investigated for the presence of weld splatter, and the full electrode should be scanned
by optical microscopy to identify obvious metallic contamination. Lithium plating
and dendrite growth may be harder to observe through optical microscopy and instead
can be viewed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Zier et al. [49] developed a
method to enhance observation of lithium plating by dyeing electrodes with OsO4.
This allowed a clearer observation of metallic lithium in a back-scattering image. If
the battery has fallen below 2 V, the presence of free copper should also be
investigated. While energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) can be used to identify
metallic copper, additional methods are needed to properly quantify the amount of
free copper in the battery.
Thermal and Mechanical Stress Testing
Incipient faults within a cell may not be easily detectable under low-stress conditions.
However, applying thermal and mechanical loads to a battery can help to identify
issues that are not otherwise apparent through typical voltage or resistance
measurements. Situations may arise during usage wherein developing faults such as
lithium dendrites, small tears in the separator, or disintegrated shards from current
collectors greatly increase the risk of a short circuit but have not actually resulted in a
bridge between the anode and the cathode. One way to identify if these situations are
present within a battery is to apply thermal and mechanical loads to the battery at
incremental levels until the battery has undergone failure. The magnitude of the
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external load that results in the failure, as well as the nature of the failure itself, can
be used to identify if the risk of a used battery has increased or decreased during its
operational life. Degraded batteries under incremental loading can be benchmarked
against the same type of batteries in an unused condition to determine if the
temperature or amount of external pressure that causes failure has decreased.
Additionally, if batteries in an unused state undergo failure without outgassing, or
expelling of flaming electrolyte, then the used cells should undergo failure in a
similar way. Catastrophic failures can be an indication that incipient faults have
developed during usage. Two representative samples should be selected from a group
of batteries to undergo temperature stress testing, and two samples should be selected
to undergo mechanical testing. Additionally, four cells in an unused state should be
procured from the manufacturer, and two unused cells should be subjected to the
same temperature and mechanical tests as the used cells. The purpose of the unused
cells is to set a benchmark for evaluating degradation.

Temperature stress testing should be performed in two different ways; the first
method evaluates the properties of cell as a whole, while the second evaluates the
safety properties of the materials themselves. In the first temperature stress test, eight
cells should be selected from a group of batteries with similar usage histories.
Measurements of DC resistance, open-circuit voltage, discharge capacity, and weight
should be taken at the beginning of the test and after each incremental temperature
exposure. The cells are then placed in a thermally controlled chamber, brought to 0
°C, and held at that temperature for 1 h. After 1 h of low-temperature exposure, cell
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measurements are taken and the temperature is increased to 30 °C and held for 1 h.
This process is repeated up to 150 °C or until the cell undergoes failure, which is
defined in the same way as the safety regulatory tests outlined in Section 2. If failure
occurs in the degraded cells more than 60 °C lower than observed in the unused cells,
the degraded cells should be considered defective for safety reasons.

To evaluate the safety risks of the materials themselves, differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) can be performed individually on the anode and cathode materials.
DSC can then be performed using the method described by Wen et al. [53]. DSC is
performed by heating a sample and then measuring the temperature required to heat
an electrode sample as compared to some reference material. This experiment can
identify the specific temperatures at which thermally induced reactions occur in the
electrode materials themselves. It also gives an indication of how much heat is
released during an exothermic decomposition reaction. The results of DSC for
degraded cells should be compared against the results of DSC for unused cells to
evaluate if the activation temperatures for exothermic reactions within a cell have
decreased as a result of usage.

To fully evaluate the safety of a cell, additional samples should be subjected to
different pressure conditions. Pressure testing and cell characterization is described in
Williard et al. [54] in which low-pressure testing is performed inside a sealed pressure
chamber, and high pressure is simulated using a compressive load. The low-pressure
testing is similar to the altitude test described by the UN standards, however, the test
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begins at standard altitude and pressure, and drops at certain pressure intervals until a
near-vacuum state is reached. During pressure testing, low-current-rate pulsed
charge/discharge cycles are performed at each pressure level with a rest period inbetween each pulse. This charge/discharge profile is identical to that required to
perform galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) [55], which can allow
for electrochemical safety characterization as described in the following section.

To evaluate high-pressure tests, compressive loading is applied to simulate
hydrostatic loading. True hydrostatic loading can be achieved by testing a battery
within a fluid at specified depths; however, capacity leakage may occur due to the
conductivity of the fluid between the two terminals of a submerged battery. During
compressive loading, low-current-rate pulsed charge/discharge cycles are performed
in the same way as they are during low-pressure testing in order to electrochemically
characterize the cell. Williard et al. [54] performed compressive loading using a
dynamic materials analyzer in order to measure the amount of stress applied and the
responding reaction force of the battery (which changes as the battery expands and
contracts during charge/discharge).
Electrochemical Characterization
The tests outlined in the UN’s Manual of Tests and Criteria [35] specify a number of
electrical and mechanical tests that must be performed in order to certify that a cell or
battery is safe for air transport. While these tests cover a broad range of possible
scenarios, they do not address situations in which multiple stresses occur at the same
time. For example, an external short-circuit test and a low-pressure test are specified,
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but these tests are not performed together. During transport at high altitudes, if there
is an external short circuit of a cell or battery, it is likely that it will occur in a lowpressure environment. It is unclear from these tests if a low-pressure environment
would increase the risk of battery failure during a short-circuit event, vibration, or
shock. Therefore, the true safety performance of a lithium-ion cell or battery during
air transport is not completely tested.

One approach to address the concerns that multiple stress factors impact the safety of
cells or batteries being transported by air would be to perform all the permutations of
the eight tests together. However, this would require an infeasible number of tests to
complete the certification of any particular cell or battery and would place an
enormous burden on battery manufacturers and certification agencies. Rather than
perform all of these tests, the relationship between thermal and mechanical loads on
the electrochemical performance of batteries should be characterized and understood.
Best practices can then be developed based on an understanding of the interactions
between external stresses and the internal electrochemical phenomena that could lead
to a thermal runaway or catastrophic failure.

To obtain information on how a cell or battery will behave under different loading
scenarios, physical parameters should be measured to understand how they change in
relation to each other under different stress conditions. One parameter of importance
is a battery’s diffusion coefficient. When performing compression or low-pressure
testing on batteries, the voltage is typically monitored as a means to qualify a pass or
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fail. However, the voltage in a battery under a mechanical load does not undergo a
significant change unless a short circuit actually takes place. This prevents batteries
from being evaluated with a high level of granularity and instead just produces a
binary pass-or-fail result. By determining how the diffusion of a battery changes
under different loading conditions and at different levels of usage, the health and
relative safety can be much better quantified.

Wu and Chang [56] showed that the high rate of discharge properties of a battery is
mainly limited by the diffusion of lithium ions inside a battery. Decreased lithium
diffusion caused by temperature or pressure could result in a battery not being
capable of delivering a high current discharge. If the cause of the high current
discharge is an external short circuit and the diffusion of lithium is being hindered by
some external pressure (or lack of external pressure in low altitudes), internal heating
could occur faster than if the battery was at atmospheric pressure.

Testing by Williard et al. [54] has demonstrated changes in lithium diffusivity under
different pressure conditions by means of GITT. From this study, it was found that
increasing external pressure decreases lithium diffusion above 3.9 V. By increasing or
decreasing external pressure to a magnitude that induces cell failure, and then relating
lithium diffusion to the corresponding pressure, lithium diffusion can be used as a
metric to determine a cell’s risk for failure. This analysis can become critical in
determining a cell’s risk during air transport.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion on Battery Transportation Regulations
The packaging and safeguards that are used for bulk shipments of lithium batteries on
commercial planes pose hazards. The chain reaction initiated by internal short circuit,
puncture, or other types of damage in a single lithium battery can be hazardous as the
fire propagates from one package to the next. New ICAO proposals and guidelines for
bulk shipments call for inserting gels or other types of cooling agents between
batteries or power packs. If adopted, the changes would lead to higher costs and extra
weight for shippers. The current safety tests cover a broad range of possible
scenarios, however, these tests do not adequately address situations in which multiple
simultaneous stresses act on the battery.

While reducing the SOC of batteries prior to shipping could help reduce the energy
released during a battery thermal runaway event, it poses a few problems. If the
batteries are shipped long distances under a wide range of ambient conditions, the
batteries could self-discharge to an unsafe level. Additionally, the cells could
experience performance degradation as a result of shipping and storage at low SOCs.

The development of stringent functional requirements for batteries in order to identify
and mitigate all risks (even for batteries that have undergone previous use) is the most
effective way of qualifying batteries to be shipped on-board air transport vessels. The
battery literature contains a wealth of knowledge regarding the potential safety
hazards of both new and used lithium-ion batteries; however, this knowledge has not
been fully incorporated into safety standards. Additionally, new methodologies for
assessing the safety of batteries are needed. It is not practical to disassemble a
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representative sample of batteries prior to shipment. Rapid, nondestructive
assessment of batteries and their risk of catastrophic failure are needed to
economically ship batteries in a safe manner. This document considers the physical
causes of failure in order to develop best practices for testing and evaluating battery
transport safety.

Chapter 10: Electrochemical Models of Supercapacitors
Supercapacitors, also known as ultracapacitors and electric double layer capacitors
(EDLCs), fill a niche in energy storage technology by providing a higher energy
density than traditional electrostatic and electrolytic capacitors and higher power
density than batteries and fuel cells. The first patent for the modern EDLC was
granted in 1957 [57] and was marketed to support memory back-up devices in
computers. Since that time, the range of potential applications for EDLCs is growing
to include electric vehicles, uninterrupted power supplies, adjustable-speed drivers,
photo voltaic cells [58], and hybrid battery/EDLC power sources [59,60].
In EDLCs, reduction of charge storage performance occurs over time and usage.
Therefore, the design of a reliable power source must consider the operational life of
EDLCs under expected usage conditions. Loss of capacitance and increase in
resistance occurs when temperature and voltage stresses result in solvent cointercalation, exfoliation of graphite electrodes, and the formation of surface films
[61]. An increased operational voltage can accelerate degradation reactions, resulting
in the oxidation of functional groups and the release of gaseous products such as CO2
and CO [62]. Above 3.7V, propylene carbonate in the electrolyte is oxidized,
resulting in thick resistive film formation and excessive gas generation. Modeling the
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relationship between operational voltage, temperature, and expected time to failure
allows components to be qualified for specific operating conditions based on data
gathered from accelerated life testing.
Several efforts have been made to model capacitor life under environmental and
usage conditions. Hwang et al. [63] presented a Weibull-Arrhenius model to account
for the statistical distribution of life at different operating temperatures. In this
model, the scale parameter of the cumulative Weibull distribution function was
substituted for the Arrhenius relationship, allowing statistical fitting results to be used
to estimate the activation energy. EDLCs from eight manufacturers were analyzed
[63], and activation energy values were found to range from 0.02 to 1.34. Gualous et
al. [64] and Uno et al. [65] used a standard Arrhenius relationship to model the
dependence of EDLC life on environmental temperature. The model was based on
the assumption that lifetime is proportional to the inverse reaction rate of the
degradation process.
Bohlen et al. [66] performed accelerated life testing using temperature and voltage to
stress capacitor samples. Capacitor aging was quantified by the observed changes in
the component values of an equivalent circuit model. The changes in the component
values were then modeled with respect to time using a heuristic exponential relation.
Parler [67] described a general life model for aluminum electrolytic capacitors that is
composed of three factors, including base life, temperature, and voltage.
Temperature dependence was described with the Arrhenius equation where
Boltzmann’s constant, the activation energy, and the base temperature were
approximated in order to establish the “doubles every 10oC rule” [64,68]. The
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voltage multiplier has been modeled with a linear relationship or with a power law of
the ratio between the actual and rated voltages (Vr/Va)j where j is an exponent found
to vary between 0 and 6. The power law relationship for voltage is the most accepted
for aluminum electrolytic capacitors [67,69,70]. For EDLCs, charge separation
occurs at the electrode interface; whereas aluminum electrolytic capacitors use a
dialectic formed by a thin oxide film on the anode. The difference in operating
principles and reliability between EDLCs and electrolytic capacitors can be reflected
in the voltage multiplier. Excessive charging of an EDLC results in a leakage current
across the electric double layer that, when charged under a constant current, causes
the ΔV vs. Δt relation to deviate from its ideal linearity. The increased leakage
current can be described by the Tafel equation in its exponential form [71] and is
associated with a Faradaic decomposition of the electrolyte. Therefore, the voltage
multiplier for EDLCs may be better described with an exponential relation.
Goltser et al. [72] proposed the Arrhenius-Eyring EDLC life model, which considers
an exponential relationship for both the temperature and voltage factors. The model
contains 3 constants, which are lumped parameters associated with the base life,
activation energy, and voltage multiplier exponent. Accelerated life testing included
nine different voltage and temperature stress conditions using a greater number of test
samples at the lower stress conditions. Similar to Hwang [63], the failure
distributions at each test condition were fit to the Weibull life distribution in order to
determine the characteristic life.
Gualous et al. [64] and Bohlen et al. [66] used four test conditions (two temperatures
and two voltages) and provided no evidence of the model prediction capability.
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Additionally, Gualous [64] derived an equation to estimate the activation energy
based on the extrapolation of 2 data points, while Bohlen [66] used the “double every
10oC” rule to estimate the activation energy. Uno [65] determined the activation
energy based on the slope of the Arrhenius plot. Goltser [72] did not specify a method
of parameter optimization or explicitly relate the temperature constant to an activation
energy. There have been no rigorous methods presented to determine the activation
energy and voltage multiplier exponent that consider optimization based on a
complete set of data.
This paper presents a model with a new voltage multiplier and compares it to the
Arrhenius-Eyring EDLC life model and the aluminum electrolytic capacitor life
model discussed in [66,69,70]. Additionally, a method is presented to determine the
optimal parameters of the capacitor life models based on data coll1ected from
accelerated life testing.

Chapter 11: Supercapacitor Testing Procedures
Twenty-nine commercial EDLCs (described by the manufacturer as ultracapacitors)
were used in this study. Each sample had a rated capacitance of 100F and a rated
voltage of 2.8V. The maximum charge/discharge current was specified as 74A, and
the rated temperatures were between -40 and 60oC. The manufacturer claimed an
operating life of 10 years or 500,000 cycles at the rated voltage and a temperature of
25oC. The failure criteria established by the manufacturer was a 30% decrease in
capacitance or 100% increase in DC equivalent series resistance (ESR).
Capacitance and resistance were measured periodically to monitor health and
determine the time to failure of the capacitors. A constant current discharge at 2
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Amps was performed to make the measurements. The current rate was chosen to be
well below the maximum rated discharge current so that its effect on capacitor
degradation could be considered negligible. Resistance was determined using the
“intersection method” described in [64,65]. In this method, a line is extended
backwards from the constant slope of the discharge voltage curve to the time at which
the discharge began (denoted by t1) to obtain the intersection voltage. The resistance
is expressed in terms of the capacitance, C, the current, I, the first voltage recorded
during discharge, U1, the first voltage recorded during the constant slope discharge
region U2, and the times associated with the respective voltage measurements t1 and
t2. The equation for resistance, R, is shown below in Figure 1. Capacitance was
determined by computing the average of all instantaneous capacitance measurements
spanning between 80% and 40% of the rated voltage. The instantaneous capacitance
was calculated at each time step by dividing the change in time, dt, by the change in
discharge voltage, dV(t), multiplied by the current, I(t), as shown in the equation in
Figure 1.
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The design of experiments involved two phases. The first phase was step stress
testing, and the second phase was accelerated life testing, wherein the applied
temperature and charging voltage were used to stress the capacitors. An often cited
drawback of step stress testing is that failures that occur at high stress levels do not
represent failures that occur at the lower stress levels found in use conditions [73].
For this study, step stress testing was not used to model life, but instead, was used to
identify the maximum limit of temperature and voltage that the samples could
withstand before an overstress failure occurred. Accelerated life testing was then
conducted below this established maximum limit so that failures could be achieved in
a reasonable time while also representing the failures that occur in use conditions.
Figure 2 shows the general procedure for the two-phase life test. This test uses the
results of step stress testing to determine the stress ceiling of the accelerated life test
so that the temperatures and voltages used during accelerated life testing do not
introduce abnormal failure modes that do not occur during actual usage conditions.
While testing below the overstress condition, failures are generally linked to a
common failure mechanism. By using a model to relate the stress level to the EDLC
lifetime, tests at high stress levels (which can be completed quickly) can be used to
predict the lifetime at lower stress levels, which would otherwise take years to test.
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Five samples underwent step stress testing. Three samples were exposed to
temperature step stress testing, and two samples underwent voltage step stress testing.
For temperature step stress testing, the samples were first charged and discharged to
obtain measurements for capacitance and resistance. Then, the samples were charged
to their rated voltage, removed from the charger, and placed in a thermal chamber for
1 hour at a specified temperature. After storage in the thermal chamber, the
capacitors were removed and allowed to cool before resistance and capacitance
measurements were taken.
During voltage step stress testing, the capacitors were charged at a constant current of
1A and then held at a specified voltage for 1 hour in a constant voltage charging
mode. After each hour of voltage stressing, the capacitor was discharged to collect
resistance and capacitance measurements. The maximum current allowed during
constant voltage charging was limited to 3A. When charging at voltages above 3.9V,
it was found that the current could not converge to a trickle charge, resulting in joule
heating and capacitor failure. The voltages and temperatures used during step stress
testing are summarized in table 1.
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Life testing was conducted by performing charge/discharge cycling inside a thermal
chamber. The capacitor was charged at a constant current of 2A until the voltage
reached a specific maximum voltage limit. The maximum voltage was held for 10
minutes and then a discharge at 2A was performed to collect capacitance and
resistance measurements. Charge/discharge cycling continued until the capacitance
decreased by 30% of its original value or the resistance increased by 100% of its
original value. The specific temperature and voltage conditions for life testing were
chosen based on the results of step stress testing. Therefore, these conditions are
described in section 5.
The effect of temperature gradients throughout the thermal chamber was investigated
because capacitor properties have found to be temperature dependent [74, 75, 76].
Life models often require the core temperature of the EDLC [67] to be provided as an
input. To experimentally investigate thermal gradients, three thermocouples were
placed inside the thermal chamber while heating to 110oC at 18oC/min. One of the
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thermocouples was adhered to the top of a capacitor sample, one on the leads of the
sample, and one was hanging free in the chamber to record the ambient temperature.
The thermocouple measurements provide a conservative estimate of the difference
between the capacitor core temperature and the chamber temperature. The
thermocouple hanging free in the chamber showed that the temperature of the
chamber is the first to reach 110oC, while the temperatures at the leads and the top of
the capacitor lag during convection heating of the sample.

The maximum difference

in temperature between the three thermocouples occur around four minutes after
heating of the chamber begins and then converge to a steady state after 15 minutes of
heating. To minimize the effects of thermal gradients on the resistance and
capacitance measurements, cycling was started 5 minutes after the thermal chamber
heating began. Because the constant voltage portion of the charging profile was
maintained at the maximum voltage for ten minutes, there was sufficient time for the
capacitor’s core temperature to converge with the chamber temperature for the first
capacitance and resistance measurement taken during discharge.

Chapter 12: Results of supercapacitor testing
The capacitance and resistance at each stress level during voltage step stress testing is
shown for samples 4 and 5 in Figure 3. In sample 4, the final test condition at 4.2 V
resulted in a hard failure of the capacitor, where the vent seal popped and the
electrolyte leaked out, as shown in Figure 4. This hard failure occurred before the
battery was able to be discharged, so no measurement was recorded during this step.
A decrease in capacitance by more than 60% was noted at step stress levels of 4.0V
and above. Between 2.8 and 3.9V, a 20% increase in resistance was observed, while
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the capacitance remained unchanged. The sudden changes in capacitance and
resistance show that the overstress failure mode brought on by oxidation of propylene
carbonate in the electrolyte [6] was invoked at around 4.0V at room temperature.

The results of the temperature step stress testing are shown in Figure 5. All the
samples failed after storage at 155oC. Significant bulging of the capacitors (likely
due to gas evolution) became noticeable after storage at 95oC for 1 hour. However,
even with capacitor bulging, the resistance and capacitance values were still within
the usable limits as defined by the manufacture’s failure threshold. After failure at
155oC, the vent seal in sample 2 was slightly ruptured and a 60% decrease in
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capacitance increase was observed. In the other two samples, failure occurred due to
a 100% increase in resistance criteria but not due to the loss of capacitance. Based on
these results, 155oC was considered to be the temperature ceiling for further life
testing.

Step stress testing was used to determine the temperatures and voltages for
accelerated life testing. Accelerated life testing was performed at 95oC, 110oC, and
125oC, which were approximately halfway between the maximum rated temperature
(60oC) and the overstress temperature (155oC) to ensure that the test was sufficiently
accelerated while remaining below the overstress conditions at which a new failure
mode would be introduced.
Three different charging voltages were used at each temperature. Initially, a test was
developed where the constant voltage stressing would be performed at 3.0, 3.3, and
3.6 V at each temperature. However, when attempting to charge a capacitor sample
to 3.6V at 110oC, the voltage failed to reach the 3.6V condition during the constant
current portion of the charging profile and after examination of the capacitor it was
found to have experienced an overstress failure. The combined effect of temperate
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and voltage on life was not known prior to testing, but it was evident that in order to
prevent the overstress failure mode from occurring during life testing at high
temperatures, the constant charge voltage should decrease as the ambient temperature
increases. Therefore, the three charging voltages used for each temperature during
accelerated life testing did not exceed 3.3V. The final conditions and the results from
the life testing are summarized in Table 2.
The normalized capacitance degradation is shown in Figures 6-8, and the normalized
resistance is shown in Figures 9-11. Similar behavior was observed between the
capacitors tested under the same conditions, assuring that the unit to unit variations
were small. The trend in capacitance degradation was generally monotonic with a
few outlier data points, while the resistance data was noisy and in some cases
decreased as the capacitors were tested (instead of increasing, as was expected).
Failure occurred according to the 30% decrease in capacitance criteria, as opposed to
the 100% increase in resistance for every capacitor tested during accelerated life
testing.
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Chapter 13: Supercapacitor Life Modeling
The life tests were conducted so that the failure of each sample occurred in less than
48 hours. This accelerated life testing can provide a significant time reduction for
product qualification, provided that an acceleration factor can be determined to
project capacitor lifetime to real-life usage conditions. To determine an acceleration
factor, three models were developed and evaluated based on their ability to represent
the generated life data given the temperature and maximum charging voltage. The
first model was presented in previous studies [67,69], the second model introduces a
new voltage multiplier which is the main contribution of this work, and the third
model utilizes the Arrhenius- Eyring relationship.
The nonlinear temperature dependence associated with the rate of a chemical reaction
is described by the Arrhenius equation. Because capacitor degradation is associated
with electrochemical reactions that result in electrolyte degradation, an Arrhenius
relationship is appropriate:
(1)
where R is the reaction rate, A is an empirical coefficient, Ea is the activation energy
in eV, k is the Boltzmann constant in eV K-1, and Ta is the core temperature of the
EDLC in Kelvin. By assuming that the life of a capacitor is directly related to the rate
of degradation reactions, a life model can be generated by:
(2)
where La is the expected operating life (time to failure), Lr is the rated life, and Tr is
the rated temperature corresponding to the rated life. The rated values (denoted by the
subscript r) serve as model constraints and are typically the rated life and
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temperatures found in the manufacturer’s data sheet. However, the rated values
chosen by the engineer can be any data point that causes the model to adhere to a
specific expected life under a given stress condition. Extensive life testing performed
under a single temperature-voltage condition can be used to evaluate the peak of the
life distribution. This can be used to provide rated values that will cause the model to
give life predictions that are closer to the maximum likelihood of the life distribution.
Using the rated conditions in the manufacturer’s data sheet will generally result in
conservative life predictions as manufactures claim a lower lifetime than what their
products are capable of delivering in order to assure an acceptable reliability standard.
To account for the effect of voltage on lifetime, a voltage multiplier Mv can be
introduced to the life model:
(3)
As previously discussed, the most widely accepted voltage multiplier for aluminum
electrolytic capacitors is given as a power law between the ratio of the rated voltage
and the actual voltage [67,69,70], giving the final life model:
(4)
where j is the power of the voltage multiplier, Va is the actual operational voltage and
Vr is the rated voltage. Equation 4 will be denoted as Model 1 for the remainder of
the paper. This model is compared with a new model (denoted as Model 2) that
assumes a different form for the voltage multiplier. The new model also satisfies the
following constraint:
For Va = Vr and Ta = Tr  Lr = La
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The voltage multiplier for Model 2 was motivated by the results of voltage step stress
testing (Figure 3), which show that degradation occurs relatively slowly with
increasing voltage until it reaches a point, at which degradation accelerates. This
behavior cannot be expressed as a power law, which describes degradation as
accelerating more rapidly at the beginning of voltage stressing and then flattening out
as the voltage stressing continues to increase. To incorporate this behavior into the
model, a negative exponential term was used as the voltage multiplier to yield the
following equation for Model 2:
(5)
The form of Model 2 is such that lifetime can be negative above certain values of
voltage and temperature (depending on the model parameters). Therefore, the
following condition was applied to Model 2 to assure that the lifetime values were
never below zero:

Model 3 as described by Goltser et al. [72] does not incorporate rated values or
Boltzmann’s constant into the equation and instead lumps all of these into three
fitting parameters A, B and D which can be loosely related to the base life,
temperature and voltage terms:
(6)
The general forms of Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3 are shown in Figure 12. This
figure shows how only Model 2 is capable of capturing degradation behavior that
accelerates with an increasing maximum operational voltage.
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In order to determine the values of Ea and j, a constrained parameter least absolute
deviations technique was applied. This method takes into account domain knowledge
of the problem. It only considers realistic values of Ea and j to minimize the
parameter search space. Previous attempts to characterize Ea [64] found that typical
values range from 0.02 to 1.34 eV. The value of j is not as well characterized as Ea,
but Parler [67]

claims that values range from 0 to 6. Therefore, in this work the search space for the
independent model parameters was confined to:
(6)
(7)
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Parameter values outside of this range result in unrealistic lifetimes exceeding 1013
days at temperatures above 0oC. Because the search space was confined to relatively
limited values, a brute force search optimization technique could be used to minimize
the absolute deviations objective function, which was formulated as:
(8)
where yi is the ith experimentally observed capacitor lifetime given at a charging
voltage of

and a temperature of

. The values of yi,

, and

correspond to the

experimental lifetime, voltage and temperature values shown in Table 2.
To minimize the objective function, it is first expressed in terms of the parameter
vectors β and Φ, which contain discrete values of j and Ea, respectively. The
parameter vectors cover the search space described in equations (6) and (7). The size
of the parameter vectors is denoted as p. The larger the value of p, the higher the
resolution in the final parameter estimate. However, larger values of p also result in
longer computation times.
(9)

(10)
Substituting equations (4), (9) and (10) into equation (8) gives the following objective
function for Model 1:

(11)
and substituting equations (5), (9) and (10) into equation (8) gives the following for Model 2:

(12)
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Solving these objective functions for all combinations of Φ and β yields a p × p
matrix S for each model. The parameter values corresponding to the minimum
element of S can then be taken as the optimized parameter values.
To optimize Model 3, the least absolute deviations method was extended to solve for
the three unknown parameters. In this case there was no previous literature available
to determine the parameter search space so a wider range was covered:
(13)
The parameter vectors β Φ and Θ were constructed to contain evenly distributed
possible values of A, B, and D between the intervals of -20 and 20 with the interval
distance governed by the size of the vector denoted by p. The final objective function
for Model 3 was:
(14)
To compare the three models, the smallest elements of S from Model 1, Model 2 and
Model 3 were found. The model that was able to produce the smallest absolute
residuals between the predicted life and the generated test data was taken as the best
model.
All of the models were used to fit the test data shown in Table 2. The models were
evaluated between 0 and 4 volts and between 0 and 150oC. The least absolute
deviations algorithm was written and executed in MATLAB, where p was set to 500
for Model 1 and Model 2, resulting in an S matrix containing 250,000 elements. This
value of p provided a resolution to the hundredths place for the value of j and Ea. In
the case of model 3, p was set to 200 due to the computation time required to
optimize in an additional dimension. The resulting S array contained 8,000,000
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elements but the resolution of parameters D, B and A was only achieved to the ten’s
place due to the higher dimentional search space. To achieve higher resolution, the
optimization was performed iteratively where the search space was narrowed around
the previously optimized parameter values.

Chapter 14: Discussion of Supercapacitor results
The optimization results for the three models are shown in Table 4. The mean
absolute error is given as a metric to quantify the model performance. Based on the
collected data, Model 2 had an absolute error that was more than 3 times smaller than
Model 1 and Model 3. In Model 1 and Model 2 the activation energy (Ea) was
determined to be 0.98 eV, which falls within the range of activation energy values
described for super capacitors in the literature [63,64]. For the value of j, Model 1
did not converge within the bounds of the specified search space. Therefore, j = 6
(the highest value of j considered) was returned, implying that the true value of j to
satisfy Model 1 was greater than 6. For Model 2, the value of j converged to 1.52.
For Model 3, the parameters A, B, and D were found to be 5.87, 19.79, and -1.09,
respectively.
Model 2’s enhanced ability to fit the data generated in this testing is due to its
inherent form. The negative exponential in the voltage multiplier results in an
exponential drop in life with increased voltage similar to what is suggested by the
Tafel equation with increased leakage current. This differs from both Model 1 and
Model 3, which predict a deceleration of life with increasing voltage and an
exponential increase in life at low temperatures and voltages. Further evidence of
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Model 2’s form can be seen in the results generated by Brouji et al [77] in which
accelerated capacitance degradation is noted with an increased charge voltage.

A visualization of the surface described by equation (12) is shown in Figure 13 which
confirms that the optimized values found by the constrained parameter least absolute
deviations method returned a global minimum with a unique solution. It can be seen
that with an increasing Ea along the Φ axis and increasing j along the β axis, the
values of S display asymptotic behavior, thus assuring that there is no minimum
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outside the bounds of the parameter search space. It is also interesting to note that
under-estimation of the activation energy and j parameters result in large errors
between the model and the data, whereas over estimating these parameters have a low
sensitivity to the model error. Regardless of how much the parameters are
overestimated the sum of errors between the model and the test data does not increase
above 8 days. The resulting life model is shown in Figure 14, with the life-axis given
on the log scale. In Figure 15, the life model is shown as a mesh plot in the region
where the accelerated life testing was performed. The data points obtained from
testing are shown in red. This figure shows that the model captures the trend
observed during testing.
Further life testing was performed to evaluate the ability of the models to predict
failure at temperatures and voltages lower than those used to train the model
parameters. Six additional capacitors (denoted as A1-A6) were tested according to
the
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profile used in accelerated life testing. In these tests, the capacitors were charged to a
maximum voltage of 3.1V. Three of the additional capacitor samples were tested in
an environment such that their core temperature was 77oC, and the other three were
tested at 87oC. Under these conditions, Model 1 predicted a time to failure of 4.47
days and 1.67 days for 77oC and 87oC respectively at 3.1V. Model 2 predicted a time
to failure of 5.34 days and 2.17 days for 77oC and 87oC respectively at 3.1V and
Model 3 predicted a life time of 0.26 days and 0.25 days for 77oC and 87oC
respectively. The mean absolute error between Model 1 and the resulting lifetimes of
the additional capacitor samples was 1.355 days, while the mean absolute error for
Model 2 was 0.670 days. Thus, Model 2 had a 50.5% lower prediction error than
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Model 1. Model 3 showed poor performance when extrapolating beyond the data
points used for testing. This is mainly due to its lack of rated values which are meant
to constrain the model to a reasonable point in an unknown test space to improve
extrapolation results. Figure 16 shows the output of Model 1 Model 2 and Model 3
at 3.1 volts, along with the results of samples 14 and 15 (which were each tested at a
maximum voltage of 3.1V) and the

additional samples A1-A6.
Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) must be able to estimate the time to
failure of super-capacitors to ensure that they meet the reliability requirements of a
particular design. Data sheets supplied by manufacturers may provide generic
lifetime information, such as rated life, but the actual lifetime of a component is a
function of its environmental and operating conditions. Therefore, the challenge for
an OEM is to determine the actual lifetime of a component in field conditions within
a short amount of time and with a limited number of test samples.
In order for life models to be useful to OEMs, they must be confident that the model
predictions will accurately describe capacitors in working conditions. One of the
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ways in which Model 1 and Model 2 manage the accuracy of extrapolation into an
untested measurement space is through the establishment of the rated life,
temperature, and voltage constraints. This feature allows models to incorporate
information provided by previous testing or by the manufacturer’s data sheet to limit
the model’s divergence up to the rated life criteria. If the life distribution of the rated
life data is given by the manufacturer, further claims can be made to quantify the
accuracy of the model’s extrapolated predictions. Model 3, was not constrained by
any rated life condition and showed poor model extrapolation capabilities after
optimization. This was due to the fact that the model was only bounded by its ability
to fit the high temperature and high voltage data without incorporating any a priori
knowledge of what the capacitor life under low stress conditions might be.
Additionally, assuring that the failure modes that occur during working conditions are
the same as those that occur during accelerated testing theoretically supports the
method of extrapolating a failure model into untested space.
The experimental work in this study was conducted at higher temperature and voltage
stresses than what has been suggested by previous studies. Therefore, it is important
to consider the failure mode that was invoked in these conditions and if this failure
mode is indicative of failure at lower stresses. Activation energy can be used to infer
classes of failure modes. Activation energies are associated with unique reactions, so
when an alternative failure mode is introduced by a different dominating degradation
reaction at a higher stress condition, the activation energy is expected to change [78].
The activation energy measured in this study fell within the range of activation
energies calculated for 8 different EDLC manufacturers in Hwang’s [63] study, and
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was in fact within 0.03eV of one specific EDLC tested. Hwang [63] tested his
samples at temperatures as low as 50oC with lifetimes exceeding 1000 hours. The
common activation energies observed between Hwang’s [63] work and the present
study suggest a common failure mode along this range of test conditions. While there
is some evidence suggesting a common failure mechanism between the failures in this
work and those conducted at lower stress conditions in Hwang’s [63] work, care
should be taken before extrapolating this model into lower test conditions. It is
possible that another failure mode exists that becomes more dominant at lower stress
conditions and can result in a deviation of life away from the modeled behavior. In
this case, Model 1 or Model 3 may provide a better fit to the capacitor data. A
complete capacitor model over a large range of stress conditions may be achieved
with a spline that attaches multiple models based on the relevant failure modes.
In this work, 18 samples were tested for a total of 191 test hours (8 days). Three
temperature conditions were used, and the longest that any one sample survived was
44 hours. Therefore, with three temperature chambers and a channel to charge and
discharge each capacitor sample independently, these tests could be performed in less
than 2 days. The voltage level was left as a flexible quantity that could be adjusted by
the experimenter to ensure that accelerated testing does not result in an overstress
failure. The result of the developed testing and optimization procedure yielded a life
model for super capacitors that obtained the best fit to the generated test data while
simultaneously adhering to the manufacturer’s rated life claim. With this method,
OEMs can input their expected usage conditions and obtain an estimate for the true
operational life of a super capacitor.
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Further applications of this method can be realized as part of a health monitoring
system for energy storage devices. As developed in [79], this method could be
incorporated into a system containing an on-board processor, memory storage, and
sensing devices to provide real-time health information during capacitor operation.
Capacitance, temperature, and voltage could be collected in real-time and used to
update the model parameters during capacitor operation. This would be achieved by
using trending analysis on the capacitance degradation curves, similar to what has
been described for lithium-ion batteries [80]. By extrapolating the capacitance
degradation curves, the failure times of the capacitors can be estimated during
operation. These estimated failure times can be used to re-optimize the proposed
failure model so that the parameters better represent the capacitors that are in
operation. This would enhance the ability to predict failure as the capacitors operate.

Chapter 15: Supercapacitor Conclusions
A life model for electric double layer capacitors was developed by introducing a new
voltage multiplier to describe the EDLC time to failure relationship with operational
voltage. This voltage multiplier modifies the model form such that it captures the
accelerated degradation that occurs at higher operational voltages. Compared to the
Arrhenius- Eyring life model and the commonly accepted EDLC life model, which
uses a power law for the voltage multiplier, the developed life model reduced the
mean squared error between the model predictions and experimental data by more
than three times and demonstrated better prediction accuracy when extrapolating the
model to lower temperature and voltage conditions. Additionally, a method for
optimizing capacitor life models in order to obtain the activation energy (Ea) and the
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voltage multiplier coefficient (j) was developed. The method uses an optimization
technique based on constrained parameter least absolute deviations to incorporate all
of the collected test data to determine the model coefficients.
With the continued use of supercapacitor technology, there is a need to evaluate
capacitor life to ensure that targeted reliability requirements are satisfied. The
method presented in this work describes the suite of tests and data processing
procedures that enables the calibration of an enhanced life model in less than 2 days
of total testing, as compared to the several months required in previous methods.
These results provide evidence that with an enhanced life model accelerated testing of
super capacitors can be performed at higher stress conditions than what was
previously considered.
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